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Memorandum TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
(H. H. Mull 'i, rector of Construction, E7B24 C-K 

TO : J E. Wilkins,, Project Manager, Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, CONST 

FROM : H. .- Culver, Director of Nuclear Safety Review Staff, 249A HBB-K

DATE June 5, 1981

SUBJECT: WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT - NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW STAFF REVIEW REPORT NO.  R-81-09-WBN 

Attached is the NSRS report for the routine review conducted at WBN during 
the period May 18-22, 1981, regarding the activities associated with the 
construction work packaes as described by Quality Control Instruction 
1.38, "Work ackage Preparation, Processing, and Maintenance." The report 
is the result of a site visit described in my memorandum to you dated Hay 4, 
1981 (GNS 810505 050).  

Our recomendations, as stated in section III of this report, show seven 
open items requiring action by Construction for resolution. No formal 
response is requested for these items. NSRS will examine the corrective 
actions relative to these recommendations during a future review.  

Cooperation at the plant was excellent at all levels. This consideration 
is appreciated.  

if you have any questions regarding this report, contact K. W. Whitt at 
extension 6620.

H. N. Culver

cc: MEDL , 37 C-K cc: t/EDS, E4B37 C-K
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This was a routine review of selected activities at the Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant. This review involved activities associated with the 
preparation, processing, and maintenance of the construction work 
packages as described by Quality Control Instruction 1.38.  

II. Conclusions 

A. Quality Control Instruction 1.38 

1. There are weak areas in the work package program as 
specified by Quality Control Instruction (QCI) 1.38, 
"Work Package Preparation, Processing, and Maintenance," 
which stem from two general problems---a lack of communi
cation and/or a lack of coordinatiou. For example, QCI 
1.38 is a QA procedure, therefore, work specified by this 
procedure must be done according to the QCI. Neverthe
less, there are instances where attitudes and actual work 
packages do not reflect an acceptance of QCI 1.38 as a 
binding procedure.  

A further example of this communication-problem is reflected 
by the variety of opinions which exist concerning the 
purpose of QCI 1.38. Some personnel consider it strictly 
a cost and scheduling tool while others regard it as a 

-method for systematically controlling construction work 
on the project. (Referencr section IV.A for details.) 

2. Many of the documentation and implementation problems 
encountered in the review resulted from confusion con
cerning the intended use of the QCI attachments which 
compose the work package. The present revision of QCI 
1.38 does not provide specific guidance in this area.  
(Reference section IV.A for details.) 

3. Because of the general nature of tue QCI, several pro
cedural practices have evolved on an informal basis. One 
area of particular concern is the practice of recalling 
all outstanding work packages at the time of system 
transfer, deleting through revisions any incomplete work, 
and adding these items to the Outstanding Work Item List 
(OWIL) associated with the system transfer. (Reference 
section IV.A for details.) 

B. Preparation of Work Packages by the Responsible Engineering 
Unit 

1. The majority of the problem associated with the work 
packages result from the wide variance in the preparation 
of the work packages which exists from engineering unit 
to unit.



a. There is a lack of effective formal training initi
ated from upper management on how to complete pack
ages, how detailed to make the instructions, or how 
to correctly use each attachment to fulfill its 
intended purpose. Without this training, each unit 
is left to their own initiative resulting in a wide 
variance in the quality of packages prepared by
different units.  

b. There is no formal requirement for any technical 
review of the completed work packages before they 
are issued to the field.  

c. Without formal training or technical review, this 
method of preparation relies heavily on the exper
ience of the engineer writing the package or on the 
experience of the craft upon receipt of the package.  
(Reference section IV.B for details.) 

C. Electrical Engineering Unit's Implementation of QCI 1.38 

1. The Electrical Engineering Unit (EEU) appears to have 
more difficulty in applying QCI 1.38 than other engineer
ing units. There appears to be a particular problem with 
work packages required for conduit removal. (Reference 
section IV.C for details.) 

Recomendations 

A. R-81-09-WBN-01, Use of Quality Control Instruction 1.38 

The proper use of QCI 1.38 should be communicated from the 
site upper management throughout the organization in order to 
ensure the acceptance of this procedure as a standard prac
tice. If the procedure cannot be used effectively, it should 
be revised. (Reference section TV.A for details.) 

B. R-81-09-WBM-02, Purpose of Quality Control Instruction 1.38 

The next revision of QCI 1.38 should better define the scope 
and purpose of the procedure and the intended use of the QCI 
attachments. A simplified block diagram, such as the one 
shown NSRS by site management, which illustrates the flow of 
the work package from development to the field might be effective.  
(Reference section IV.A for details.) 

C. R-81-09-WN-03, OWIL Formation from Work Packages 

If the current practice of deleting incomplete work from 
outstanding work packages at time of system transfer and 
adding these items to the OWIL is determined by management
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to be acceptable, it should be documented in the next revision 
of QCI I.8. This practice should be cautiously managed to 
ensure that it does not defeat the purpose of the work package 
program in controlling and completing project constriction.  
(Reference section IV.A for details.) 

D. R-81-09-WBN-04, Training on the Preparation of Work Packages 
for the Responsible Engineering Units 

Formal training should be established for the appropriate 
management level to discuss the QCI and explain the purpose 
of each attachment. (Reference section IV.B for details.) 

E. R-81-09-WBN-05, Development of Engineering Unit Guidelines for 
Preparation of Work Packages 

Each engineering unit should develop a sample work package 
typical of their unit's work, including any necessary written 
explanation, to use within their unit as a guideline for 
preparation of the work packages. Alternatively, they should 
develop some internal document such as Nuclear Power's Section 
Instruction Letters (SIL) explaining their method. These 
documents should be reviewed by the Review and Approval Com
mittee (RAC) to ensure consistency throughout the project in 
implementation of QCI 1.38. (Reference section IV.B for 
details.) 

F. R-81-09-WBN-06, Technical Review of Work Packages 

Each engineering unit should arrange for individual work 
packages to receive appropriate technical review within the 
unit before being released to the field. (Reference section 
IV.B for details.) 

G. R-81-09-WBN-07, Electrical Engineering Unit's Implementation 
of Quality Control Instruction 1.38 

The Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) recomends that EEU's 
problems with implementation of QCI 1.38 be reviewed at the 
proper management level in order to resolve the apparent 
difficulties. (Reference section IV.C for details.) 

IV. Details 

A systematic review was conducted to examine the preparation, 
processing, and maintenance of the Watts Bar Construction work 
package program as described in QCI 1.38. This instruction covers 
the handling of work packages developed to finish the remaining
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engineering and construction work required to complete the transfer 
of WBN units I and 2 to the Office of Power. These packages are 
developed by construction engineers and are assemblies of infor
mation, by discipline, which provide or list all necessary instruc
tions, drawings, permits, etc., needed to complete each construction 
activity. Each construction activity is governed by a work package.  
These work packages are also the major control of drawings used in 
construction activities.  

To accomplish this review, the NSRS examined the available docu- 
mentation on the work package program including the new revision to 
QCI 1.38 which was being signed out during the review period. In 
addition, 43 work packages in various stages of completion and 
training records for craft and engineers were reviewed. The com
ments on specific work packages are contained in the appendix to 
this report.- Twenty-five personnel, both in construction manage
ment and in the field, were interviewed. Neetings related to work 
package development were attended. A list of the documents reviewed 
and the personnel contacted is included in sections V and VI.  

A. Quality Control Instruction 1.38 

The majority of the problems identified in the work package 
program stem from a lack of communication and/or a lack of 
coordination. For example, 10CFR50, Appendix B, Criterion V, 
requires that activities affecting quality be documented by 
instructions, procedure, or drawings of a type appropriate to 
the circumstances and shall be accomplished in accordance 
with those instructions, procedures, or drawings. The WBN 
FSAR, section 17.1A.5, states that activities affecting qual
ity are prescribed by documented instructions. The Quality 
Control Instructions partially fulfill these requirements and, 
thus, QCI 1.38 is a binding quality assurance procedure. As 
such, it is not just a guideline but requires work to be done 
according to the instruction. Despite this fact, the attitudes 
of some WN construction personnel and actual work packages do 
not reflect an acceptance of QCI 1.38 as j binding procedure.  
This information was determined from personnel interviews and 
from reviews of inadequately documented work packages with the 
responsible engiuwers who developed tte packages. If the 
procedure cannot be used properly, it should be revised and 
not just igpored. The NSRS recomendds-that the proper use of 
this procedure be coiunicated to all levels -of construction 
management in order to ensure the acceptance of this procedure 
as a standard practice, -

Another area which reflected a lack of communication through 
management ranks involved the purpose of QCI 1.38.- Again, 
personnel interviews reflected a wide variety of opinions.  
Many viewed the procedure as only a cost and scheduling tool 
while others view the procedure as a systematic method for



controlling the construction work on the site and completing 
the project. The next revision of QCI 1.38 should better 
define the scope of the program in order to clarify this 
point.  

At present, QCI 1.38 provides only general guidance regarding 
the QCI attachments which actually:go together to comprise a 
work package. Several of the documentation and implementation 
problems encountered reflected confusion as to the proper use 
of the attachments. For example, attachment B is designed to 
list sequentially the steps necessary to complete the work 
specified by the work package. Some packages listed detailed 
step instructions, referenced governing QCP's and other docu
mentation, and provided places for inspection signoffs. Other 
packages ranged from very general, one-line instructions such 
as "Inspect Conduit," to packages where the instructions were 
marked N/A. ObviousLy, such a variation indicates several 
interpretations as to the purpose of attachment B. Another 
example of this confusion involved the use of attachment E ".  
materials listing) for development of craft instructions with 
little regard to instructions on attachment B. The next 
revision should clarify the purposes and uses of the various 
attachments. Particular attention should be addressed to the 
specification of QCP's, construction specifications, etc., on 
attachment B. Although these specifications appear to be 
reqLired, many work packages do not reference them.  

The understanding of the work package program could probably 
be further enhanced by the inclusion of a simplified block 
diagram, such as the one shown the NSRS by site management, in 
the next revision. This diagram illustrates well the paper
work flow of the packages from development by the engineer to 
work in the field.  

The next revision should incorporate the currently informal 
practice of recalling all outstanding work packages at the 
time of system transfer, deleting through revisions any incom
plete work, and adding these items to the transfer punchlist 
as oustanding work item on the OWIL. The NSRS reviewed the 
documentation for the Component Cooling Water System which was 
recently transferred and determined the OWIL, though long, was 
reasonable. However, this current practice could be easily 
abused, and since this defeats part of the purpose of the 
work package program, it should be cautiously managed. It is 
important that system be transferred to power as complete as 
possible and that time of transfer be determined from work 
progress and not from scheduling considerations. The NSRS 
will monitor this situation closely as additional system are 
transferred.

o . . •. °.



B. Preparation of Work Packages by the Responsible Engineering 
unit 

The most significant problem area identified resulted from the 
wide variance in completion of the work package attachments 
which exists from engineering unit to unit. There appears to 
be no formal training iiritiatt'd from upper management on how 
to complete packages, how detailed to make the instructions, 
or how to correctly use each attachment to fulfill its intended 
purpose. Lacking this guidance, the engineering units are 
left to their own initiative and a wide variance in methodol
ogy has resulted. Some units develop thorough work packages 
with detailed instructions and referenced documentation. Other 
units develop very general, often incomplete. packages.  

In addition to no formal training, there is also no formal 
requirement for any technical review of the packages. Some 
units have informally developed a review process by routing 
all packages through their supervisors or by exchanging pack
ages with other cognizant engineers. Other units have no 
review of packages before their release to the field. The 
responsibility of the RAC to review work packages is not 
defined. Consequentially, some engineering units erroneously 
rely on the RAC for technical review of the work packages.  
Ultimately, this method relies heavily on the experience of 
the engineer writing the package or on the experience of the 

(. craft upon receipt of the package. With the engineering 
manpower limitations and the personnel turnover present at 
Watts Bar, this is not a justified assumption and is unnecessary.  

Lack of training and lack of review create most of the docu
mentation and implementation problems found in the field. For 
instance, one conduit work package (EOOlGO1) contained only 
the instructions-to "Inspect Conduit" and "Document Conduit." 
As a result, this package relies exclusively on craft experience.  

There are numerous examples of signoffs not completed, attach
ments referenced in the work package not being included, and 
work package field start dates not completed because each 
responsible individual believed that was someone else's respon
sibility. There are packages where the official Work Package 
Group copy contained revisions and attachments not found in the 
original work package being worked in the field. There are 
packages with more than one revision No. 1, although-the work 
covered by each revision differed. One package contained 42 
revisions issued in two months with a revision labeled as No.  
31 being the first revision. A revision labeled No. I was the 
18th revision to the package.  

Obviously, these problems create documentation and tracking 
difficulties. Almost all of these problems stem from a lack 
of training on how to complete the attachments comprising a 
work package. The NSRS recommends that some new training be



set up for the appropriate management and that the QCI be 
discussed and the purpose of each attachment explained. Since 
there are significant differences in the work of each unit, 
the NSRS recommends that each unit develop a sample package 
typical of their unit's work vith any necessary written expla
nation to use as a guideline for preparation-of the work 
packages. Alternatively, the unit could develop an internal 
document such as Nuclear Power's SIL's explaining their method 
for work package development. These documents should then be 
reviewed by RAC to ensure consistency throughout the project 
on the proper use and purpose of the work package program.  
Individual unit problems in implementing the procedure can 
thus be resolved. This would eliminate one reason the NSRS 
was given for not fully utilizing the package concept since it 
did not fit the unit's work. Further, new personnel in an 
engineering unit will have more explicit guidelines for devel
oping work packages in addition to the general requirements of 
QCI 1.38. These guidelines would help clarify the process 
without creating a more cumbersome procedure.  

C. Electrical Engineering Unit's Implementation of Quality Control 
Instruction 1.38 

The final problem area identified concerned the EEU. The EEU 
appeared to have more difficulty in applying QCI 1.38 than 
other units. It was noted by the NSRS that recent work pack
ages appeared to show some improvements in completing the 
necessary attachments, but significant difficulties were still 
being encountered. From this review, all of the reasons for 
this difficulty are not clear, but the NSRS recosemends this 
situation be reviewed at the proper management level. It is 
possible the EEU needs more manpower, more technical review of 
work packages, more guidance on the purpose of the QCI 1.38 
attachments, or perhaps more flexibility in applying the 
procedure. This information was gathered from personnel 
interviews and from a review of EEU work packages. There 
particularly appears to be a problem with excessive work 
package paperwork delaying relatively simple construction 
tasks. The need for work packages to be written for conduit 
removal appears to be another problem. This area appears to 
be covered by the Conduit Removal Sheets in QCP 3.3. One 
possibility might be to incorporate these removal sheets into 
the work package encoding process. Although these specific 
areas were not reviewed in depth, the NSRS does believe there 
should be some special review of the EEU with regard to imple
mentation of QCI 1.38.  

Several problems relating to the mabter drawing status computer 
program used to control drawings in the work packages have 
been identified by onsite personnel and are being handled 
appropriately in an effort to initiate corrective action. The 
NSRS believes this problem area is being handled satisfacto
rily at the site, and therefore it was not considered indepth



during this review. Once specific corrective action is identi
fied, the NSRS will review this area to ensure the adequacy of 
the amended program.  

The work package program may be evolving in the right direc
tion. Recent work packages seem more complete and better 
written. Acceptance of the work package program concept 
appears to be reasonably good, particularly by the craft. The 
NSRS believes that the work package concept represents a 
meaningful method for completing and documenting construction 
activities.' However, to assure its successful implementation, 
all personnel must understand their roles in the overall 
program.  

V. Personnel Contact-.  

*R. W. Olson, Construction Engineer 
H. J. Fisher, Assistant Construction Engineer 
G. Kirkland, Work Package Group Representative 
C. Selewski, Electrical Engineer 
T. Schumper, Electrical Engineer 
W. E. McNair, Management System Supervisor 
A. W. Rogers, Quality Assurance Supervisor 
H. L. Boone, Assistant Structural Ironworker Superintendent 
J. Burke, Civil Engineer 
J. Weinbaum, Quality Control and Records Supervisor 
H. Debusk, Quality Control and Records 
D. Wade, Quality Control and Records 
W. S. Bessom, Civil Engineer 
P. A. Elia, Area Planner 
*D. Clift, Mechanical Engineering Unit Supervisor, Group A 
*J. A. Thompson, Startup and Coordination Supervisor 
H1. Dhian, Hanger Engineer 
R. A. Strickland, Boilermaker Superintendent 
J. H. Perdue, Electrical Engineering Unit Supervisor 
C. D. Nelson, Assistant General Construction Superintendent 
H. A. Harper, Training Officer 
I. E. Shipe, Electrical Foreman 
P. Bellamy, Electrical Inspector 
I. Ieneley, Hanger Engineer 
*C. 0. Christopher, Assistant Construction Engineer 
*W. C. English, Assistant General Construction Superintendent 
*S. Johnson, Assistant C instruction Engineer 
*J. E. Treadway, Gener 1 Construction Superintendent 
Craftsmen 

*Attended exit meetin,.  

VI. Documents Reviewed 

A. Quality Control Instruction 1.38, R2, "Work Package Preparation, 
Processing, and Maintenance."



B. Quality Control Instruction 1.38, R3 
"Work Package Preparation, Processing,

Pending Approval, 
and Maintenance."

C. Construction Work Packages

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  
8.  
9.  
10.  
11.  
12.  
13.  
14.  
15.  
16.  
17.  
18.  
19.  
20.  
21.  
22.  
23.  
24.  
25.  
26.  
27.  
28.  
29.  
30.  
31.  
32.  
33.  
34.  
35.  
36.  
37.  
38.  
39.  
40.  
41.  
42.  
43<

E001F01 
E001G01 
E067A04 
E234B02 
E293A03 
M024C03 
E292A68 
E003E01 
1277A01 
E30K01 
E77E004 
C191113 
C192102 
M024C03 

001D02 
H006A07 
H030K08 
0H26A47 

H062M23 
H026A64 
H026A86 
H062B04 

OOA01 
H067H02 
H082A03 
H070C03 
H070B20 
H070A13 
H070A04 
R070A14 
H070A01 
H070A03 
H070A11 
H070A12 
E43G02 
C193B03 
H026A20 
1030L02 
E030K01 
E003E02 
E292A69 
E063001 
E030K05

D. 10CFR50, Appendix 8, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear 
tver Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants"
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Watts Bar FSAR, Chapter 17, "Quality Assurance" 

TVA Interdivisional Quality Assurance Procedures 

Division of Construction Quality Assurance Program Manual 
Policies and Procedures 

OEDC QA Program Requirements Manual 

Qualicy Assurance Branch Manual - Division of Construction 

OEDC Quality Assurance Manual for ASME Section III Nuclear 
Power Plant Components
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Appendix A 

Work Packages Reviewed - Specific Comments
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6. M024C03 Documentation list on attachment B, page 1 of 3, should 
reference attached FCR drawing.  

Logic is included but not marked as attached.

7. E292A68 Incomplete documentation.

Equipment was in warehouse but no form 575 was included.  

Work Package Group (WPG) copy included two revisions 
labeled No. 1.  

Neither revision is included in original package issued 
to field.  

Four permanent cabie:tray Legment removal sheets are in 
WPG copy but are not included in original package. These 
sheets were added as revisions but no attachment F is 
included.

8. E003EO1 Reviewed in engineering unit by NSRS. No comments.

9. 1277A01 Reviewed as being worked in field. No comments.  

- 04- -O.-- 30KO1 Incomplete documentation.  

^Ti- Indicates logic is attached but is not included.  

-- QCP 3.5 is referenced but work to be done should have 
S'-required QCP 3.3 to be specified.  

- - Inrtructions done well.  

-. - -Sigi-•ita s on attachment A not complete.  

- :31- - ' II - -i.ac•ient. A incomplete.  

- . NO?'4- A• "act... t A.dncomplete.  

D. ----no p e i e•ence any documentation such as QCP's or 
,' *G'Specrm -" 

16 Omljsl7- No cofte-Its.  

#01- -- # 0  OftS 

SJi Craiat documenttion is marked through. Although 
S,- : ,o: rl• cred, it would be helpful if this was initiale 

Sand dated to indicate who made the change.  
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Form 575 was not included though it appears needed.  

( Logic was marked as attached but is not included.  

18. M026A47 Documentation does not list QCP's referenced in 
attachment B, page 2 of 3.  

Deletion made was initialed. This was good.  

No logic, permits, or releases are included as indicated 
on attachment B, page 1 of 3.  

19. M062M23 Material is indicated as available but location is 
not given.  

20. M026A64 Location is extremely general.  

Holdpoints are indicated. This is good.  

Includes a Q&A sheet but does not indicate where it came 
from or what it is for. It is not referenced as technical 
infrormation on attachment B, page 1 of 3.  

Logic is included but is not marked as attached.  

21. M026A86 Form 575 is not included or referenced.  

( Procedures for welding should be listed.  

22. MOOOAO1 No comments.  

23. H062B04 Documentation does not list QCP's.  

24. H067M02 FCR's are referenced as attached but are not included.  

25. H082A03 Location of equipment not given.  

26. H070C03 Step Instructions marked N/A.  

Attachment £ indicates work to be done.  

27. H070B20 Step Instructions marked N/A 

Contains 42 revisions not in seonllntial order.  

28. H070A13 There was no original in WPo copy.  

29. H070A14 References QCP 4.23 but this is not in Step 
Instructions.  

Drawing revisions had beem changed although no explanation 
was apparent.



Hany documents are attached but are not referenced.  

(Revisions 7 and 19 are not included in copy. Although 
this package had been pulled incomplete from the field, 
it is not clear what construction stage the work was in 
when removed.  

30. H070A01 Incomplete attachment A.  

Revision 3 is not included.  

31. 1070A03 Incomplete attachment A.  

Instruction Sheet, attachment B, page 2 of 3, marked N/A.  

32. HO7OAll No comments.  

33. H070A12 Forty-one revisions to package not in sequential order.  

34. E43G02 No QCP's referenced although they appear to be needed.  

35. C193BO3 Revision 1 in original work package in fieid is not 
included in WPG copy.  

36. M026A20 Form 575 is not included although appears to be needed.  

Logic was listed as attached but was not in WPG copy; 
original package included logic.  

This package has a part I and a part II. The revisions 
in the part I package are revisions to part II. This is 
very confusing.  

37. I030L02 Incomplete attachment A.  

38. 1030101 Scope of package references QCP's and G Specs but 
these are not referenced elsewhere in package (for 
example, in Step Instructions).  

39. 1003E02 No form 575 is included although appears to be needed.  

40. E292A69 Logic is attached but is not indicated as attached.  

41. 1063G01 Attachment A incomplete.  

Four cable removl sheets were issued to field but copies 
of these are not in WiG copy.  

42. 1030K05 Documentation does not list QCP's.  

First two steps of attachment 8, page 2 of 3, were good.  
Other steps could have been made more specific.



Project control representative has signed package but not 
dated it.  

43. H070A04 Step Instructions, attachment B, page 2 of 3, marked 
N/A.  

Attachment I in package does not indicate whether drawing 

is needed.  

DCC representative did not sign off as dizposition implemented.
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* * UTED STATES GOVERNMENT GNS 81 0 7 17 052 
Memorandum TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

TO : H. J. Green, Director of Nuclear Power, 1750 CST2-C 

FROM : H. N. Culver, Director of Nuclear Safety Review Staff, 249A HBB-K 

DATE : July 16, 1981 

SUiJECT: BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT - NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW STAFF REPORT 
NO. R-81-10-BFN 

Attached is the NSRS report for a routine review conducted at BFN during 
the period June 8-12, 1981. This report results from a review described 
in my memorandum to you dated May 29, 1981 (GNS 810601 001).  

Our recommendations, as stated in section III of this report, show one 
recommendation requiring action by NUC PR. In addition, action is recom
mended as indicated in previously identified items IV.B.1 and IV.B.2.  
These will be followed up during future onsite reviews. No formal response 
is required.  

Cooperation at the plant was excellent at all levels. This consideration 
is appreciated.  

If you have any questions regarding this report, contact L. F. Blankner at 
extension 4814 in Knoxville.  

H. N. Culver 

LFB:LL 
Attachment 
cc (Attachment): 

MEDS, 100 UB-K 
F. A. Szczepanski, 417 UBB-C 
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This was a routine review of selected activities requiring examina
tion of documentation and discussions with personnel at the Browns 
Ferry Nuclear Plant (BFN). The review consisted primarily of 
followup to ascertain the status of open items from past reviews 
and to refamiliarize a newly assigned reviewer with the plant and 
its staff. The reviewers also discussed with the compliance staff 
supervisor his responsibilities, objectives, and methods for performance 
of his work. A total of 70 man-hours was spent onsite.  

II. Conclusions 

Plant employees may not be receiving general employee training in a 
timely manser following a significant change to a controlling 
document. There is no timeframe established within which to provide 
retraining following a significant change to a General Employee 
Training (GET) controlling document. For example, an evaluation of 
changes in IF 8.2 and BF 14.25 had not been done in respect to 
providing retraining because of a significant change to these 
standard practices. Management control may not be adequate in this 
area. Refer to item V.A for details.  

III. Recommendations 

R-81-10-BFN-01, Management Control of Clearances and Temporary 
Alterations (E) (For details refer to section V.A.) 

A. The plant training coordinator should be provided some guid
ance from plant managtemet (the responsible assistant superin
tradent) to deterianins when a change in a coatrolling document 
is significant enough to require retrainiin on the subject.  

B. A reasonable tineframe should be established to provide retraining 
following a significant change in a GET controlling document.  

C. Periodic retraining for GET 11 (SP BF 8.2, "Temporary Alteration") 
should be required by Standard Practice (SP) IF 4.5.  

IV. States of Open Items 

A. New Items 

1. Card Key Power Supply 

1UC PR should continue in its present efforts to correct the 
causes of power lnterruptionts i the card key systea power 
supply. This ites reains ope pending further review.  
For details refer to section V.S.S.



2. Contaminated Waste in a Deapster Dimpster 

IUC FR should continue in its present efforts to prevent 
disposal of contaminated waste in the noncontaainated trash.  
This item remains open pending further review. For details 
refer to section V.B.6.  

B. Previously Identified Items 

1. R-80-12-BF-O08, EEC Flow Verification 

ECW flow rates to the diesel generators should be 
readjusted if less than adequate flow has been provided.  
This item remains open pending resolution of causes for 
EECV flow deficiencies. (Refer to item V.B.1 for details.; 

2. R-80-12-BlN-01, lain Stem Vault Access Doors 

SSRS continues to recomend that the stem vault doors be 
closed unless justification is provided for their being 
opened. This item remains open pending disposition by 
WUC FR. (Refer to V.B.2 for details.) 

3. Primary Contaiment Atmosphere Monitors 

This item is closed out. (Lifer to item V.B.3 for details.) 

4. Excess Feedwater Flow 

This item is closed out. (Refer to item V.B.4 for details.) 

S. Costaiament Leakage Rate Problem 

Item 1 and 2 of reference H are closed out. Item 3 of 
of reference N remians open. (Refer to item V.B.7 for 
details.) 

6. R-t8007-TlF-0, Pleat Decoutinatmion Program 

This tem remains open peding further review. (Refer to 
item V.,.8 for details.) 

7. Items R-8013-FN-01 2 , -02. 03, -04, 05, -06, and -07, 
Srea Discharge leader Water Level Seoitor (SoLM System) 

These item have bms closeod out due to the p)' -et of 
effective automatic SMU systems ia all ikL 4ts. (Refer 
to item V.I.9 for details.) 

8. Items AR-80S-WN-A through -0, honito:ian of Scre 
Discharge Neader Water Level bouatertig (SMUIh) Systes 

These item have bee closed out due to placement of 
effective automatic SOWMU system i all o f umits.  
(Refer to item V.1.10 for details.) 
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9. R-80-12-BF-06, Performance of Core Spr3y Pump IA 

The performance of core spray pump IA was found satis
factory. This item remains open pending a future review 
of instrumcnt calibration data. (Refer to item V.B.11 for 
details.) 

10. R-80-12-BFN-07, BYR Jet Pump Assembly Failure 

This item is closed out. (Refer to item V.B.12 for details.) 

I1. R-80-12-BFN-09, High Worth Control Rod 

This iten is closed out. (Refer to item V.B.13 for details.) 

12. R-80-12-BFN-04, Protective Barriers for Sensitive Instrument 
Pac'..ls 

This item remains open pending modification per ECN 
P-0039. (Refer to item V.B.14 for details.) 

13. Item III.D from NSRS Report dated April 29, 1980, lnst3l
lation of a Computerized Transient Event Recording System 

This item remains open pending installation of the RTDAS 
system at Browas Ferry. (Refer to item V.B.15 for d-tails.) 

V. Details 

A. tanacament Controls 

In reviewing the asaagemaet cuatrols in the areas of tempor , 
alterations and clearances, the program on GET was reviewed 
since each of these progras represent a portion of the GET.  

The 3SRS reviewer looked at the docuentation of GET and dis
cassed the trainina with the plant trainint coordinator. The 
course outlines used for teaching temporary alterations and 
clearance procedure were both reviewed and found adequate.  

Tbh SP I 4.5 describing the general employee trainitn states 
ouder "Plant Trainian Coordinator Responsibilities" that 

he/she evaluates the eed for retratiina when significant 
changes to costrolltin doctments occr or surveys or other 
indicators reflect the need. Both SP BF l.2, "Temporary 
Alteratioes," and SP W 14.25, "Clearance Procedure," were 
revised in February sad March of 1981, respectively. The 
trainian coordinator indicated that do evaluatioa had brea 
made as to the need for retraianin due to these chages. The 
3MSS reviewer did oet try to establish whether sigiticant 
changes had or had aot been •mde. The training coordinator 
stated that the trraning would be provided the next timl it 
was required. Is the case of temporary alteratons no retrainati 
is required after the initial traeiat.i



B. Status of Open Items 

1. R-80-12-BFN-08, EECW Flow Verification 

This review involved examining performance data and dis
cussions with plant personnel. Major efforts have been 
taken to upgrade the performance of the EECW system.  
They include several pending and proposed modifications, 
a special periormance test (STEAR 81-03), and a design 
evaluation to determine precisely the configuration and 
flow requirements of the EECW system, :zpgraded preventive 
maintenance efforts, and an accelerated -est schedule to 
prevent serious deterioration of EECW capacity.  

Following a review of the results of tests performed per 
MRI-303 (reference L) in November 1980 and February and 
Hay 1981, the reviewer discussed the following concerns 
with plant personnel.  

a. By procedure, flow rates of approximately 200 gal/min 
per supply header were being provided to each of the 
eight emergency diesel generators. Since the design 
basis of the EECW system includes totally redundant 
EECW headers, the flow per supply header should have 
been the 400 gal/min required by each diesel generator.  
The reviewer concluded that the flow provided to the 
diesels did not appear to meet the design basis.  

b. As-found data from quarterly flow tests performed in 
November 1980 and May 1981 indicated that significant 
deterioration in flows to various components was 
occurring. Plant personnel stated that an accelerated 
test schedule that doubles the quarterly test frequency 
previously applied had been recently established. At 
the same time, NUC PR was pressing for a design evalua
•tion and modifications to resolve the most significant 
flow deficiencies found. The reviewer concluded that 
NLC PR was making significant progress in it efforts 
to upgrade EECW flow capabilities.  

A review to follow up these findings will be made 

during a subsequent site trip.  

2. R-80-12-BFN-O1, hain Steam Line Vault Access Door 

The review involved visual observation of plat ,. con
ditions and verification of status of modifications.  
Hodifications made to reduce steam vault temperatures 
had been completed on all three units. However, the 
steam vault door on unit 3 was found open while the 
unit was operating at power. This was contrary to a 
previous commitment (reference X) made by NUC PR based 
on the design basis for a steam line break in the main



steam vault, which',was intended to vent steam from a 
pipe rupture into the turbine building through a blow
out panel rather than into the reactor zone. The con
sequences of having the steam vault door open coincident 
with a steam line failure may range from hazarO to personnel 
to failure of equipment critically important to shutting 
down the reactor and maintaining it in a safe condition.  

3. Primary Containment Atmosphere Monitors 

The reviewer followed up a concern from May 1980 that 
hydrogen sensors installed inside primary containmeut 
were not qualified properly to withstand temperature and 
radiation effects under post-LOCA conditions. It was 
determined that a replacement system installed per ECN 
L1079 had been completed on units 2 and 3 and was scheduled 
for completion on unit 1 during the current refueling 
outage.  

This concern is closed out.  

4. Excess Feedwater Flow 

The reviewer followed up a concern identified in response 
to IE Bulletin 79-27 in June 1980. Discussions were held 
with outage and instrument maintenance personnel. Interim 
administrative measures appeared adequate. A final fix 
per ECN P-0426 should be completed on unit 1 duriug the 
present refueling outage and on units 2 and 3 during 
their next outages.  

This item is closed out.  

5. Card Key System Power Supply 

The reviewer follced up on a concern first raised in 
June 1980 in an Operational Event Report. Discussions 
were held with site instrument suintenance personnel and 
I&C personnel from NUC PR's central office. It was 
concluded that considerable resources had been committed 
to an ongoing effort to resolve power supply problems 
I--sulting in periodic failure of the card key security 
system. The reviewer was told that a substantial improve
ment in system reliability was pending under DCR 2534.  
However, there is an ongoing effort required to investi
gate and correct an additional power supply deficiency.  

This item remains open for monitoring the status of DCR 
2534 and any further efforts required to resolve card key 
power supply problems.  

6. Contaminated Waste in a Dempster Dumpster 

The reviewer followed up on program activities upgraded 
in August 1980 upon discovery that contaminated C-zone 
clothing has been deposited in a dempster dumpster provided 
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for trash from uncontrolled areas. Discussions were held 
with health physics personnel. The plant's efforts to 
prevent release of contaminated articles in uncontrolled 
waste appeared to be successful

This item remains open for a more indepth review at a 
later date.  

7. Containment Leakage Rate Problems at BFN Unit 3, 
December 6-9, 1979 

This review followed up recommendations 1 and 2 of an 
NSRS report (reference H) which resulted from an NSRS 
investigation of the subject event. Data and procedures 
were reviewed. Discussions were held with containment 
leak test, outage, and results personnel. Recommenda
tions 1 and 2 are closed out on the basis of revisions to 
MMI-95 and SI 4.7.A.2 (references N and 0). Test data 
from SI 4.7.A.2.g-2 (reference P) verified that the 
drywell equipment access hatches for units 1, 2, and 3 
had retained their leakage characteristics throughout the 
previous operating cylce on each unit.  

In addition, both hatches on unit 1 had exhibited no 
increase in local leak rate test results following an 
integrated leak rate test conducted in February 1980. It 
u.as learned that plant personnel had performed aa addi
tional primary containment leak rate verification test 
following each of the two previous refueling outages at 
Browns Ferry. This testing gave final verification that 
the primary containment boundary was intact prior to 
startup.  

It was concluded that the plant's program to prevent 
leakage through primary containment equipment hatches was 
comprehensive and successful. Items 1 and 2 of reference 
H are closed.  

8. R-80-07-BFN-01, Plant Decontamination Program 

This review followed up recommendation 1 of a special 
NSRS investigation report dated July 18, 1980 (reference 
Q). The reviewer held discussions with health physics 
personnel and examined monthly summary reports for the 
interval ftom December 1980 through Hay 1981. The number 
of contamination zones had remained relatively constant 
(141-157) during the period reviewed despite the recent 
adverse impact of two major unit outages in progress at 
the end of Hay. The reviewer was informed that a draft 
DPH for control of decontamination efforts was in preparation.  

This item remains open pending future reviews of decon
tamination efforts at Browns Ferry.
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During the present unit 1 refueling outage,-NUC PR had 
' reported considerable delay in the refuel floor critical 

path in part from delays due to health physics considera
tions. The reviewer discussed the causes (i.e., hose 
coupling failure, monitoring techniques aad criteria, 
leakages of tent seals, and moisture in HEPA filters) and 
extent of these delays with outage and health physics 
personnel. On the basis of modifications recently made 
and pending on contamination control tents and efforts 
made to assure viability of HEPA filtration systems used 
for ventilation of in-vessel work, it appeared that the 
site was dealing effectively with this concern.  

9. Scram Discharge Header Water Level Monitoring (SDHWLM) System 

The reviewer followed up recommendations R-80-13-BFN-01 
and -02 from a previous report by reviewing procedures 
(references R, S, and T) and data and from discussions 
with a NDE inspector. Recorder charts from the USL-38 
SDHWLM (water sleuth) system installed on BFN unit 2 were 
reviewed for display of two scrams that occurred on 
May 27, 1981. The reviewer observed the physical con
figuration of the SDHWLM systems in units 1 and 2 and 
verified pending status for the installation of the USL-38 
systems to replace the Kraut-Kramer systems presently 
installed in units 1 and 3.  

Items R-80-13-BFN-01 and -02 are closed out.  

The reviewer discussed followup on recommendationb R-80-13
BFN-03 and -04 with an NDE inspector and by contacting off
site EN DES and NUC PR personnel to determine what qualifica
tion requirements had been established for the two SDHIWLM 
rystems currently in use. The applicable procedures 
(reference R) were also reviewed. It was concluded that 
periodic calibration tests performed on the sensors and the 
available documentation regarding instrument qualification 
provide assurance of the continued operability of the SDHWLM 
systems.  

Items R-80-13-BFN-03 and -04 are closed out.  

Item R-80-13-BFN-05 is closed out. Independent monitor
ing systems for each SDH have been placed in service on 
all BFN units.  

Based on review of FCR 185, recommendations R-80-13-BFN-06 
and -07 are closed out. Temporary modifications have 
been made to the CRD scram discharge header vent lines to 
assure positive venting through a path independent of the 
CRW system.
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10. R-80-15-BFN-A through -D, Monitoring of S.ram Discharge 
Header Water Level Monitozing (SDHWLM) Systems 

The reviewer verified that periodic monitoring of SDHWLr 
systems had been discontinued due to installation of 
upgraded systems having automatic annunciation in-the 
main control rooms. From discussious with site personnel, 
it was learned that actions based on recommendations A 
through D from NSRS report R-80-15-=fN had been instituted 
on an interim basis prior to modificatiri of the SDHWLM 
systems.  

Items R-80-15-BFN-A through -D are closed out.  

11. R-80-12-BFN-06, Performance of Core Spray Pump 1A 

The reviewer examined results for 1981 of performance 
tests conducted on the four unit 1 core spray pumps.  
Concern for the performance of core spray pump 1A is 
closed out.  

Item R-80-12-BFN-06 remains open pending a future review 
of instrument calibration data (refer to item IV.B.5.d of 
NSRS report No. R-80-12-BFN).  

12. R-80-12-BFN-07, BWR Jet Ptmp Asseobly Failure 

The reviewer examined documentation of recently obtained 
test results (reference V) from ultrasonic testing and 
visual inspection of the jet pump beams installed in 
unit 1. Interim inspections made by NUC PR appeared to be 
satisfactory pending installation of improved replacement 
beams under ECN P-0450 scheduled for the next outage on 
unit 3.  

Item R-80-15-BFN-07 is closed out.  

13. R-80-12-BFN-09, High Worth Control Rod 

The reviewer examined a data sheet provided by the NUC PR 
central office on April 7, 1980 to the plant. This sheet 
demonstrated a large calculated reduction in the worth of 
control rod 46-19 for the modified startup sequence which 
was made subsequent to a fast period event caused by this 
rod previous to the analysis.  

Item R-80-12-BFN-09 is closed out.  

14. R-80-12-BFN-04, Protective Barriers for Sensitive 
Instrument Panels 

The reviewer was informed by outage and instrument main
( tenance personnel that a major revision to ECN P-0039 was



being made in order to improve access to the instrument 
panels anO idjaceat passageways affected by the protective 
screens.  

Item R-80-12-BFW-04 remains open for monitoring of ECN 
P-0039. Recommetdation III.C of a report oated April 19, 
1980 on scrams in unit 2 has been closed out by consolidation 
into item R-80-12-BFN-04.  

15. Item III.D from NSRS Report Dated April 19, 1980, 
Installation of Computerized Transient Event 
Recording System 

The reviewer was informed by instrument and control 
personnel from NUC PR central office that a nroposed 
transient recording system (RTDAS) would be installed no 
earlier than the fall 1981 refueling outage on unit 3.  
The RTDAS system may not provide the depth of surveillance 
recommended for the iPS system by NSRS.  

Item III.D of the NSRS scram report dated April 19, 1980 
remains open for a more indepth review at a future date.  

VI. Personnel Contacted 

*H. L. Abercrombie, Plant Superintendent 
Joe R. Bynum, Assistant Plant Siperirtendent C *J. L. Harness, Assistant Plant Superintendent 
Terry L. Chinn, Supervisor, Compliance Section 

*W. A. Roberts, Compliance Engineer 
Joy Price, Training Officer 
J. B. Studdard, Supervisor, Operations Section 
Ray Hunkapillar, Assistant Supervisor, Operations Section 
E. G. Thornton, Shift Engineer 
Roy Smallwood, Shift Engineer 
R. G. Metke, Supervisor, Results Section 
W. C. Thomison, Assistant Supervisor, Result.-Section 
R. G. Cockrell, Reactor Engineer 
H. D. Wingo, Nuclear Engineer 
Dwight Mims, Lead Mechanical Test Engineer 
Roger McPherson, Mechinical Test Engineer 
Joe Ferguson, Assistant Outage Director 
Johnny Miller, Assistant Outage Director 
Betty Kiep, Assistant Work Plan Coordinator 
Pat Crabb, Work Plan Coordinator 
David Nye, Outage Engineer 
Joe Savage, Outage Engineer 
Jim Martin, Refuel Floor Coordinator 
*R. E. Smith, Supervisor, QA Section 
Larry Parvin, QA Specialist (NDE) 
J. R. Pittman, Supervisor, Instrument Maintenance Section 
R. E. Burns, Senior Instrument Engineer 
Howard Green, Senior Instrument Maintenance Foreman 

SJ. D. Thompson, Senior Instrument Maintenance Foreman



Chris Cummings, Assistant Supervisor, Health Physics Section 
Wayne Simpkins, Assistant Supervisor, Health Physics Section 

*Warren D. Poling, Assistant Manager, OPQA Staff 
*Ray Coles, OPQA Resident 

*Attended exit meeting.  

VII. Documents Reviewed 

A. DPM N73011, "Control of Temporary Alterations" 

B. Standard Practice BF 8.1, "Temporary Alterations" 

C. DPM N7203, "Clearance Procedures" 

D. Standard Practice BF 14.25, "Clearance Procedure" 

E.- Shi-f Engineer's Clearance Log 

F. Shift Engineer's Temporary Alterations Log 

I Sysem 6 listing of approved Temporary Alterations 

H. Standard Practice BF 4.5, "Plant General Employee Training 
Program" 

I. Documentation file (form BF-45) for General Employee Training 
- Clearances and Temporary Alterations 

J. Operating Instruction 64, "Primary Containment" 

K. Memorandum dated April 3, 1980 from H. G. Parris to H. N.  
Culver, "Drowns Ferry Nuclear Plant - Employee Concern 79-10-01 
Operating Practices Where Protective Systems Signals Are 
Bypassed," (L51 800325 855) 

L. Mechanical Results Instruction (MRI) 303, "EECW Flow Verification," 
(Test results dated 11/80, 2/81, and 5/81) 

H. Report dated January 9, 1980, "Nuclear Safety Review Staff 
Investigation of Browns Ferry Unit 3 - Containment Leakage 
Problem - December 6-9, 1979" 

N. Mechanical Maintenance Instruction 95, "Closure of Primary 
Containment Hatches - X-1A, X-1B, Etc." 

S0. Surveillance Instruction 4.7.A.2, "Primary Containment Integrated 
Leak Rate Test" 

P. Surveillance Instruction 4.7.A.2.g-2, "Primary Containment 
Testable Penetrations"



Q. NSRS Report No. R-80-07-BFN, "Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant 
Contamination Control" 

R. Technical Instruction 58, "Equiprmnt Requirements, Operation, 
Periodic Testing, and Calibration of Continuous Monitoring 
Fluid Detectors" 

S. General Operating Instruction 100-1, "Integrated Plant Operations" 

T. Operating Instruction 85, "Control Rod Drive Hydraulic System" 

U. "Pump Record" Data Sheets from SI 3 1.1, "Core Spray Pump 
Performance" 

V. Test results for unit I from Special Hechanical Maintenance 
Instruction 14.3-A, "Reactor Vessel Internals Visual and 
Ultrasonic Inspection," (included Data Sheet TP 508.0654, 
Rev. D) 

W. Informal work sheet demonstrating the calculated integral rod 
worth of 1-CRD-46-19 as usea in two alternate control rod 
withdrawal sequences on Brwns Ferry unit 1.
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'UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum
GNS '8 0701 051 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

0 . Those listed 

FRO : H. N. Culver, Director of Nuclear Safety Review Staff, 249A HBB-K

July 1, 1981DATE :

SUBJECT: WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT - NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW STAFF REPORT 
SNO. R-81-11-WBN 

Attached is the NSRS report for the ecial reviwconducted at WBN 
during !he period June 8-12, 1981 of selected events and activities 
associated with the quality assurance programs. The report is the 
result of a site visit described in my memorandum to H. J. Green 
and H. H. Null date4 June 3, 1981 (GNS 810603 050).  

Our recommendations, as stated in section III of this report, show four 
pen iteas rning action bv CONST and/or EN DES for resolution. We 

uost that-yauprovide infot loI>on your plans and schedule for 
implementing these recommendations by August 1, 1981.

Cooperation at the plant was excellent at all levels. This 
is appreciated.  

If you have any questions regarding this report, contact K.  
extension 6620.  

H. N. Culver

consideration 

W. Whitt at

H. H. Hull, E7B24 C-K 
M. N. Sprouse, W12A9 C-K 
J. E. Wilkins, Watts Bar Nuclear CONST 

i MSM:LML 
Attachment 
cc (Attachment): 

R. W. Cadtrell, 204 GB-K 
H. J. Green, 1750 CST2-C 
MEDS, 100 UB-K
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C 
I. Scope 

This was a special review of the quality assurance (QA) program and 
itx implementation at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WRN). The 
review was made to evaluate the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
concerns regarding weaknesses in the implementation of the QA program.  
The review was concentrated on construction activities since it was 
determined early in the review that the ?M.' concerns applied primarily 
to the Division of Construction (CONST) aril the support provided to CONST 
by the Division of Engineering Design (EN DES). The one item involving 
the Division of Nuclear Power (NUC PR) was determined to be an isolated 
incident and not related to the perceived QA weaknesses.  

II. Conclusions 

The causes of NRC enforcement action against TVA at sBN relate to 
inadequate programs to implement NRC requirements and failure of 
TVA to follow procedures. TVA commitments to NRC requirements are 
contained in section 17.1 of the FSAR. This section of the FSAR is 
not in an up-to-date condition (see section IV.B) Further, the 
program to implement TVA commitments is not adequate (see section 
IV.A and .B). Assignment of responsibility for meeting regulatory 
requirements is not well defined.  

Limitations on resources has caused quality problems at WBEN. In 
order to mzintain schedules, construction activities have proceeded 
without adequate technical information from EN DES. Procedures 
were lacking or were vague regarding need for specific technical 
input, or procedures were not followed. The independent check by 
the QA organization has not been effective in preventing these 
quality problems.  

Steps have been taken by OEDC management to address many of these 
prob! ms (see section IV.F). However, until these steps are completed, 
quauty problems will continue at WUN.  

III. Recommendations 

R-81-11-WBN-1 - The review of the QA program description contained 
in section 17.1 of the FSAR should be completed in a thorough and 
timely manner. A matrix should be developed showing the regulatory 
requirement, the TVA commitment to satisfy the requirement, and how 
the commitment is satisfied. (See section IV.A and B for details.) 

R-81-11-WBN-2 - The QA program should be upgraded as indicated by 
the results of recommendation R-81-11-WBN-1. (See section IV.A and 
B for details.)



SC.  

R-81-11-WBN-3 - Section 17.1 of the FSAR should be updated to 
reflect the present TVA program that satisfied the TVA commitments 
made in that section. (See section IV.B for details.) 

R-81-11-W3N-4 - OEDC management should communicate the TVA policy 
regarding the accomplishment of quality activities in accordance 
with written instructions, procedures, or drawings to all personnel 
involved in quality activities (both in line and in the QA organi
zations) and take appropriate action to hold management responsible 
for program performance. (See section IV.C for details.) 

IV. Details 

A. Statement of Condition 

By a letter dated Hay 14, 1981, the NRC transmitted IE inspec
tion reports 50-390181-03 and 50-391/81-03 along with a notice 
of violation which was based on the findings of the inspec
tion reports. The notice of-violation contained five specific 
violations identified as A through E. Violation A was class
ifed as a seveiity level IV which represents a moderate degree 
of safety significance; violations B, C, and D were severity 
level V items which indicates a low level of safety signif
icance; and violation E was a severity level VI and indicates 
little or no safety significance when cocsidered as an indi
vidual item. A brief statement of each of the violations and 
its regulatory basis is provided below.  

Violation A - The TVA (OEDC) quality assurance program did not 
provide control over design, construction, and testing of the 
Essential Raw Cooling Water (ERCW) pump motor coolers' freeze 
protection system.  

Section 17.1A.2.1.1 of the FSAR states that the TVA QA program 
satisfies the requirements of 1OCFR Part 50, Appendix B, 
"Quality Assurance Program Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants 
and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." Criterion II of Appendix B to 
10CFRSO requires applicants for construction of nuclear plants 
to establish and document a QA program which complies witL all 
requirements of appendix B. The QA program must provide 
control over activities affecting the quality of identified 
structures, systems, and compqnents. Section 17.1A.2.1.1 also 
states that the TVA QA program provides control over activ
ities affecting quality to an extent consistent with impor
tance to safety. Therefore, since the ERCW pump cooler freeze 
protection was not included in the QA program and since it 
was considered by NRC and had been identified by TVA as a 
safety related system, TVA was cited for having an inadequate 
QA program.  

Violation B - This was a three part violation with each part 
representing an example of the same violation.



1. TVA failed to follow its instructions during the modifi
cation of several upper head injection valves which was 
performed in accordance with FCN WAT 10529.  

2. Inspection and testing records resulting from the work 
performed in accordance with FCN WAT 10529 and WAT 10521 
were not reviewed to ensure that they complied with 
contractural requirements as specified by WBNP-QCP-1.16.  
TVA had been cited for violations similar to this on three 
other occasions during the preceeding year.  

3. A quality control release was not provided on reworked 
upper head injection valves prior to shipment from 
Anchor/ Darling as required by FCN WAT 10521.  

All three of these examples of violations are for failure by 
TVA to follow its own procedures. Criterion V of Appendix B 
to IOCFR5O requires that activities affecting quality be 
accomplished in accordance with instructions, procedures, or 
drawings. Section 17.1A.5 of the FSAR states that assurance 
is provided that activities are accomplished in accordance 
with instructions. The regulatory requirement to follow 
procedures existed and TVA committed to the requirement, but 
TVA failed to &atisfy the requirement and their commitment and 
was, therefore, cited by NRC.  

Violation C - TVA engineering personnel did not initiate a 
nonconforming condition report for a sandy textured condition 
in the oil systems of the unit I and 2 steam driven auxiliary 
feedwater pumps as required by WBNP-QCP-1.2.  

This is another example of failure to follow established 
procedures. The performance of safety related activities in1 
accordance with written procedures is a requirement of 
Criterion V of Appendix B to 1OCFR5O and Lommitment by TVA 
through section 17.A.5 of the FSAR. -TVA had been cited for 
violations similar to this on three other occasions during the 
preceeding year.  

Violation D - The results of the upper head injection pre
operational test were misinterpreted because measures had not 
been established to assure that preoperational test program 
instrumentation was adjusted to compensate for elevation 
effects. Criterion XII of Appendix B to 1OCFR5O requires 
measures to be established to ensure that instruments used in 
activities affecting quality are properly adjusted to maintain 
accuracy within necessary limits. Section 17.1A.12 of the FSAR 
states that instruments are adjusted according to written 
procedures. The regulatory requirement existed and TVA had 
committed to satisfy it. However, TVA (NUC PR) had not incor
porated the necessary instructions into their preoperational 
test program.
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Violation E - Inspection documentation of the installation of 
fire doors had not been completed as required by WBNP-QCI-1.39.  

This is still another example of failure to follow procedures 
as required by Criterion V of Appendix B to 1OCFR50 and as 
committed to by TVA through section 17.1A.5 of the FSAR 

From this brief evaluation it can be seen that all five of the 
violations cited in the notice of violation resulted from two 
basis weaknesses--Failure to establish and maintain an adequate 
program for performing activities important to safety and 
failure to follow the procedures that have been established 
and represent the existint program.  

In addition to the notice of violation, ..,C stated in their 
transmittal letter that they were concerned about the imple
mentation of the QA program that permitted their occurrence.  
NRC directed TVA to describe the actions taken or-planned to 
improve the effectiveness of the QA program. This NRC concern 
and their expectation that the effectiveness of the overall 
OEDC QA program will be improved provided the basis for this 
review by NSRS.  

In a letter from L. 1. Hills to James P. O'Reilly of the NRC 
dated June 11, 1981, TVA adequately addressed each of the five 
violations, but the NRC concern regarding the QA program was 
not discussed. The information presented in the June 11, 1981 
response to .he violations was described as an i:nterim report 
and TVA committed to provide NRC with additional information 
by September 17, 1981. It is assumed that the QA program 
weaknesses will be addressed at that time. In a letter from 
James P. O'Reilly of the NRC to H. G. Parris dated March 10, 
1981 which transmitted the report, another NRC inspection at 
WBN, and another notice of violation, NRC stated a similar 
concern regarding.TVA's management control systems and a 
similar desire that TVA describe their plans for improving 
these systems. TVA responded to the violations in an enclo
sure to a letter from L. H. Hills to James P. O'Reilly dated 
April 6, 1981, but the NRC concern about the management controls 
system was not addressed.  

A discussion of the basic problems of inadequate program and 
failure to follow procedures along with a few other periph
eral topics that might represent contributing factors to the 
WBN program weaknesses as well as the overall TVA program are 
presented in the following paragraphs.  

B. Inadequate Program 

All five of the violations contained in the notice of violation 
transmitted on May 14, 1981, and all the violations transmitted 
on March 10, 1981 referenced section 17.1 of the FSAR as the



Sidicates that fer the past five years almost all violations 

Sa-inst activities peeformed by TVA at nucleat plants pti-r to 
t . - -issuance of technical specification; for licensed faci.

S- "ties havc been issued against chapter 17 ,of the FSAR. This 
S' becz.se chapter 17 represents an agreemnit between TVA 'rv

- th. -C on how activities important to afety will be conducted 
S- uri~t the design, construction, and testing of nuclear power 
plants. The NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) 
.eiews the JVA quality assurance program as described in 

.ha. pter 17 and, when 3-tisfied with the content, accepts it:as 
a *ndequate method fer SQlfilling the requirements of the NRC 

.egulations, particularly the 18 criteria of Appendix B to 
S'I Fh5'. The NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement (OIE) 
is respobsiMe for enforcing the program that NRR approves.  

. Whil- OIE maBynot be legally bound to stay within the confines 
S--" 2--of the NRR-approved program, they are at least professionally 

obligated to inspect the approved program. OIE is not 
like~v to cite directly against the NRC regulations unlers 

v -;- _-.. -thbe-sr:e of the opinion that an immediate safety problem is 
involved. Therefore, if TVA wishes to satisfy its commitments 
and to minimize NRC violations during the design and construc
tion phase, a detailed review of section 17.1 of the FSAR 
S ' houl. be made to identify all commitments and then assure 
thacteaich comitment is covered in the QA program. In making 
such a review and upgrading the program, it should be recognized 
thst-the QA program consists of both the performing function of 
the line organization and the measuring function of the QA organiza
tion. The line organization is responsible for the development and 
implementation of the program, while the QA organization is responsit 
for measuring the program effectiveness and for providing feedback tc 
the line to allow for improvement. The line organization may choose 
to have another group develop or assist in the development of the 
program, but the line has the ultimate responsibility for the 
program and its implcmentation.  

During the onsite portion of the review, NSRS learned that a 
QA group is presently working toward the accomplishment of this 
goal. NSRS recommends that this effort be continued and 
intensified where practical. Also, as part of this effort or 
a separate endeavor, chapter 17 of the FSAR should be updated 
to assure that it properly describes the current TVA QA program.  
Chapter 17 appears to be rather badly out of date at the 
present. As an example, table 17.1.A-1 presents a cross
reference showing how each of the criteria of Appendix B to 
10CFR50O is satisfied by the QA program. NSRS found that the 
numbers of most of the QA program procedures had been changed.  
.Some procedures had been deleted or combined with others such 
that the system of cross-references had very little meaning 
and was difficult to interpret. In the introduction to the QA 
Program Manual under the "1977 Management Planning Objective," 
the following information was presented.
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OEDC deleted the OEDC Quality Assurance Manual for Design 
and Construction (DCH) Volume 1 and established a single
source document containing or referencing applicable 
office-level quality assurance policies, requirements, 
and commitments. EN DES and CONST personnel participated 
in the evaluation of the DCH Volume 1 and contributed to 
the establishment of the OEDC Quality Assurance Program 
Requirements Manual for Design, Procurement and 
Construction (PRM.  

PHASE II 

EN DES and CONST reviewed their respective division-level 
quality assurance policies and procedures (OEDC Quality 
Assurance Manual for Design and Construction (DCM) Volumes 
2 and 3) for '.asible adjustments in light of the newly 
established *",ElC Quality Assurance Program Requirements 
Manual for D'sign, Procurement, and Construction (PRH)." 

EN DES deleted the DCM Volume 2 by transferring QA policy 
and procedures into appropriate "EN DES Engineering 
Procedures." 

NSRS finds no problems with the changing, updating, consolidat
ing, or otherwise revising of the QA program, but we believe 
the FSAR should be updated to provide the NRC with consistent 
information to avoid unnecessary regulatory problems that 
could result from outdated information in the QA program 
description.  

C. Failure to Follow Procedures 

The largest, single reason for NRC violations at TVA nuclear 
plants is the failure to follow procedures. An NSRS review of 
NRC violations at specific sites indicates that failure to 
follow procedures is cited as the basis for violation more

"There seems to be excessive andl ofter. qnf i -7 t- l is 
-procedures, guides, cod erequircme Es !i:761 . ta rstds in.
the Quality Aisufin; e aea. Wie~st co-ties- a ti
informatiorr-aii direction into a single-sC'urce- v r Ie_ 

_- : reference d6ct.ment for line managers tobuse." - -

- Working toward this objective, QA representatives from 
SCEDC, EN DES, and-CONST formulated a proposal for mana

gement consideration. Office- and division-level manage
ment reviewed and endorsed the proposal for restructuring 
the .•Qtua it'y Assurance Manual for Design and Construc
-.ticn,-l•ERC DCW-Voliunes 1, 2, and 3. The proposal consisted 
:oR inne~- e.'ents, manpower requirements, and schedules 

-- i-vded into two major blocks of work--Phase I and Phase 
II.

- -~ r-~---> - * -



f:to. - than all. other reasons combined. In.ormnt•,icontained .  

_-=• • -•i -^ , ; ^-•:Quali aty Assurance Analysis Report -(WB-TASt-81-i, ed .A td 
S -- . " Apri-22, 1981 indicates. th.t approximately 57 :rcdhntof the 

--- - --- RC violations current at tht time were for failuretn t ollow - ins ctior.s, procedures, or drawigs.  

-o 'd ..  

- -- -- = of T/A management. CONST management.policy, as statcdbV -he 
SHnager of Construction in QAPP, reflects a sincere crnitmen: 
St;the accomplishment of activities affecting quality in 

- ccordance with written instructions, proceddres, or drawings.  
Ss -Sever, information obtained by NSRS during reviews at : BN 
Sand other TVma nuclear facilities indicate that some a6agers 

S - copoider written procedures, to provide guidance-for performing: 
. various tasks but feel that it is not necessary to have the 

procedures in.hand during the performance of the tasks or to 
follow them step by step.  

S - NSRS telieves that the solutibn to the-problem of failure to 
follow plrocedures -is a total pminr tment to procedure adherence 
by all TVA management and'TV4t iforcement of the commitment at 
worksites. "i ' 

D. Schedule-Quality Interrelation' ..  

Discussions with'NRC resideint insoctbts-at-'.BN and inofficial 
discussions with 1NRC Regijoh'I manaemgcen. iicate that the 

f NRC believes that.thete is'n-. uinterfaci'ip~oblem between 
SCONST.and EN DES that.is contrihi• o.tih•qt problem. One

of the contributing fftodr tp-Fhisf :pblem:1S .perceived to .be 
= a-Lth:k of support:o fr cnnstruction -rctviitei :by F. DES. WBN 

CONST pe-sdnnel share" this pexptitb tv o t.,i,degree. Based 
on discuisions with OCb N and NidES -p esri L. 1•NSRS deter- 

mined that EN DES prjorities .dif•-t rrp thist df WBN sity6 
constructifn msnna,,nt. Wor. -on.SQHN: a_ -•.nd 'N e i higher' 
priority for available EN DES aipPWar re:sorces i tban doec 

-- •-"~- WBN- WBN site :onrti onr&ti&naee iP~t. est siidkecdeci- 
-sions without the bcnefit ot~f ll- tf ,-cded-ES B ES,'.infkibation .  

input in order to fevt the Scoondtruttia- -ile ýSome-of 
Sthese decisions~are evaluated !4£ft5 's-thc fEt.c" :id•eterm.td r-l 

Sto be inapproprlite .b: b FJX rtC mafagef i A fier to.f acto;i 
including an unexpectedly lrgetr ue f nift oii for'~ce'
reports d and anilyres of mislo otod.pi44fn. U:a 4,BH r iieated 

- n additional .dmand on DESS resourct s .' :: 

Itis the position Cf NS t that iCS ditin aeýio. v e nd 
I- ocatiou of resources i• the res b, ii•,oti•of .i :maag 
Sment so long as the fin&ipro-duct, pex• ts itsi.'nfXtd func
tion in a manner that wiU -lyideov a a'aoqte .aVoh 4 
t -ionto the Ipublic and pOjat petrsonni . a:,-nI asea'S re. the' 
expedit lg of the schedble'could advaosely -fect :c•^ utliY 

. . of activities importunt to safety, ,theo bdhe Jue o . .be' .  

Sipped to satisfy sae ty considerUliona whis T r fc

4--
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consistent with the safety-first policy of the TVA Board, -The 
realizati&d of a schedule objective cannot be considere'das 
satisfactory justification for degrading quality or safetlyof 
critical structures, systems, or components that become a part 
of an operational nuclear p.ao.

E. Improrements in• Progress- " 

. It should be pointed out that TVA design. zid-:constructien - : 
personnel have not been-placidly iaittivi while the NRC writes 

S. violations" against their pertfoatcei During the last foutcost 
S-:six months a number of wortihy if L rt3.haie been i-Itiateh- o'- _ t
Simprove the quality of woik-in'dthe- -iaipship-= .E
Sdivisions. The NSRS te vewars and .C residen inspectors 

licve that dcf intesigns- o fnproviLent c r becom evi Tde 
s6 me f0 tth more signiticanCtýf the efforts that are contriBuj.tings 

So:'-th&s perception arei-summ rized below;-i~- .-

S . Program Upgrading ^ #vi^ew of tie- v-Cý=itments d 
S 'is being p-rf.ored 1i•a roup- QA p -nu s-Z ----

-: b ifana eme~torme Aa tleorougsand 7r;ene•-"y:=_e S.review -could result.--ia pr I.--es-
Sntify . he 6gul•• gatioryn ti u tnts, 

-and. thi implementinj yro edures t - h--AA 
S progrinr upgrading to Sce, tnef_ tt 

S by the review should riiniizu tur nT-io t- intrc- .  
- laknd4 inprbve the potentigl otF -re z i 

e iciyitiics. p This -projtce deseVnes the tet:a tir ~ o tf-
Snangen•et to assure a tuioroughKand time-y- com Liet-o -

2. TIplementation Upgrading - WBN site ma d irne b-isni-t4 d 
a t a "work package" concept for controXliig voiftnetii• - -

SThis toucept was designed to pull together -4a the dociumen- .  

S . tatfon, includin- ' winga and work instructionts, needed. ' 
for a spicirfic job; A work packlgf -.wi)l be developed for--^--- 

Seach. quality activity perf6OcdNby CONST,- Theywork
activity will be perforied In atcordinie wit-h-the intitruc
tions. prolvied in the wotr packeLr -an thi dati collected 

Sthrough tn ompleftion of the -work p fakeiir sperve as ' 
the basis for equiipment turnover to NtUC PR.-- YSRS-b elieves- 
that this work package concept -could develop into a 
m: eaningful tool for cotrolling wotk activities, One 
sour note that i.ampyen d t1he eiithusgisui f the -iý&viwers 

- - - was statembnts by a nuib'er of site persoanel, includirng a 

S. w mbers of Aite management, indicatig6 that the 
I .iNon' 'ollinglprocedure ftor the. w6rk package procass was 

for iuidaunce pniy nd did not require trict adherence; -

S The findings of the NSRS review of the work package 
: - : - program was reported in NSRS Report R-81-09-WBN issued 

.-,uiJe 5, 1981, 2
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3. FSAR Upgrading - It is the understanJing of NSRS that a 

F QA topical report applicable to all construction projects 
is being developed by OEDC. This will probably correct 

._^ the problem of outdat.d information cor.ained ir chapter 
-17 fh1i -J - FSAR Whel it i: submftted to and approved by 

S- -' the NRC:- Hever'; in-the interim the NRC is inspecting 
.•:k- -id enfb~cing thkecontent of the QA program described 
S- it, the: escnt chapter 17.  

S-:ir " diit visional Cooperation -Eff-orts are being made to 
: -mp rove-.Te17ations -betwcr. the divisions within OEDC.  

.-Meeteing~hyavhc en held betu-en OEDC, EN DES, and CONST 
- L--= : - ---: - -~ 'grotips to-aiddess•-the probl•ms and the possible methods 

ort restalutionh. ASequoyah and 4atts Bar Design Project 
-SWPj rcpi-esentativeis its-the site each week to discuss 

;m:::utei •concerns. EN-DES has-22 people onsite working on 
-- --ange' • ob.imh s i'hi h has beert sourct -f scheduling 
'p-roblcnms. Two more individuals are scheduled to be 
_--==_.--- nferred -to the hanger group-shortly.  

it: 0-' ,-1-s ". .- - " hson-, Coistrilct: EonsrEiiee n e .

T. Ies Instr ati EnginerUnit Supervisor 
S*Ti Trail-,-Manageent Sytemnas' 

•1. E,: McNair, Management Systems Supervisor 
H-- J,- Fiseher, -Assistant- Construction Engineer 
SL.- D Clift, MeehaniLcal Engineering Unit A Supervisor 
SF. Smith, Civil Engineering Unit Supervisor 
3. J,-. Perdue, Electrical Engineering Unit Supervisor 
L. J. Jackson, Mechanical Engineering-Unit B Supervisor 
SA. W. Rogers, Quality Asuirance Supervisor 
Joel Weinbaun, QC&RU Supervisor 
M. A. Harper, Training Officer 
R. M. Williams, HEU - Engineer 
L. D. Blansit, HEU - Engineer 
M. L. Miler, -HEI - Inspector 
D. E. Fauerly, IEU - Engineer 
L. F. Presley, IEU - Engineering Associate 
J. K. Minzy, IEU - Inspector 
D, E. Norton - IEU - Inspector 
R. C. Johnson, MEU - B - Inspector 
Jack Foster, MEU - B - Inspector 
W. G. Hensley, MEU - A - Inspector 
L. P. Pauley, CEU - Inspector 
J. B. England - CEU - Inspector 
Paul Huffman, WEU - Engineer



R. H. Pierce, Assitant Manager of Engineering Design 
E. H. Cole, Assistant to Sequoyah & Watts Bar Design Projects 
Manager 

W. I. Dothard, Project Control Section - SWP 
J. C. Key, Mechanical Design Project Engineer - SWP

NUC PR

Cross, Engineering Supervisor 
Lewis, Assistant Plant Superintendent 
Byrd, Shift Technical Advisor 
Willis, Quality Assurance Supervisor 
Mason, Plant Superintendent 
Jones, Preoperational Test Section 
Erpenback, Assistant Engineering Supervisor 
Whittmore, OPQA - Site Representative

*Attended Exit Meeting (NUC PR) 

NOTE: Two exit meetings were held, one with CONST and one with 
NUC PR.  

VI. Documents Reviewed 

A. NRC Inspection Reports 50-390/81-03 and 50-391/81-03

B. Memorandum from J. E. Wilkins to R. W. Cantrell, 
Nuclear Plant - Critical EN DES Restraints (week 
1981)" WBN 810330 007 

C. Memorandum from J. E. Wilkins to R. W. Cantrell, 
Nuclear Plant - Meeting Between EN DES and Watts 
Plant CONST Held in Knoxville February 2.3, 1981" 
007

"Watts Bar 
of March 23, 

"Watts Bar 
Bar Nuclear 
WBN 810226

D. Memorandum from J. E. Wilkins to H. H. Mull, "Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant - NRC Exit Meeting - January 29, 1981 - Roport Numbers 
390/81-01 and 391/81-01" WBN 810202 009

Craig Kirpatrick, MEU - Inspector 
Mike Searcy - QA Auditor 
Doug Spangler, QA Auditor 

OTHERS 

J. P. Knight, OEDC Quality Assurance 
Ted Heatherly, NRC 

*Attended Exit meeting (CONST) 

EN DES



* 

E. Construction Specification N3G-881 

F. NRC Inspection Reports 50-390/80-36 and 5C-391/80-28 

G. Memorandum from J. E. Wilkins to R. W. Cantrell, "Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant - Critical EN DES Restraints (Week of April 6, 
1981)" WBN 810416 008 

H. Letter from L. M. Mills to J. P. O'Reilly, "Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant Units 1 and 2 - Confirmation of Action Letter - Second 
Interim Report" A27 810403 037 

I. Letter from J. P. O'Reily to H. G. Parris, "Confirmation of 
Action - Docket Nos. 50-290 .nd 50-391" NEB 810211 351 

J. Memorandum from C. A. Myers to NEB Files, "All Nuclear Plants 
NRC-OIE Concerns - Telecon Notes" NEB 810602 268 

K. Memorandum from C. A. Chandley to R. W. Cantrell, "Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant - Essential Raw Cooling Water System (ERCW) 
Heat Tracing" MEB 810603 022 

L. Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Quality Control Manual for Constructin 

M. Quality Assurance Procedures for lanager's Office 

N. Division of Construction Quality Assurance Program Manual 

0. Division of Construction Quality Assurance Branch Manual 

P. Memorandum from R. W. Cantrell to .' i. Wilkins, "Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant - Critical EN DES Rest-aints (Weeks of March 23, 
1981 and March 30, 1981)" SWP 810.8 036 

Q. Memorandum from R. W. Cantrell to J. L. Wilkins, "Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant - Critical EN DES Restraints (Week of April 6, 
1981)" SWP 810508 019 

R. Quality Trend Analysis Report WB-TASR-81-01 for January&March 
1981 

S. Memorandum from E. H. Cole to the SWP Files, "Meeting at Watts 
Bar Nuclear Plant on Action Item List" (SWP 810612 074) 

T, Letter froa L. M. Mills to J. P. O'Reilly, "Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant Units 1 and 2 - OIE Inspection Report 50-390/81-03 and 
50-391/81-03, First Interim Report" (A27 810611 013)




